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GENERALIZED SCHUR OPERATOllS 
ON PLAN-AR BINARY TREES 
YA.SUHIDE 
ABSTRACT. We introduce new families of opera:tom on the vedor 
rooted planar trees. ·we prove that 
Schur operators. For this purpose, we construet a 
coJ:re:spcm.c!en.ce, which is an extension of Fomin's 1·-correspondence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
lattice. The correspondence was 
differential posets, for dual (generalizations of di£:, 
posets [2]) by F'omin [1, 3] His method is as 
The up and down D of r-dual graphs satisfy 
DU- U D = r I, which some local correspondences, 
r-correspondences. By piecing together, we can construct 
correspondences, are the Robinson corrc~sp>orldEmc;e 
In 1:1ensc, paths in differential posets or dual 
standard 
certain matnces and pairs of semi--standard 
is known as the llobinson-Schensted-Knuth corn~sr>oJ1ctenee. 
In [4:1, Fomin 
the method Robinson correspondence to 
Schensted-Knuth correspondence. Roughly speaking, generalized Schur 
nn,"r,,uw" are collections up and with some commu,. 
tation relations (see Definition relations mean son1e local 
correspondences, are extensions r-correspondences. Again, 
by piecing them together, we can construct global correspondences, 
which are the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence in special 
cases. Equivalently, the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence, 
one of the most important combinatorial of semi-standard 
Young is induced the relations of Schur op-
erators. 
In this paper, \Ve consider the vector space spanned by rooted pla-
nar binary trees. ~We introduce new families of linear opers:wrs on the 
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space, which have a relationship with some on rooted 
nar binary trees. We show that are generalized Schur operators 
by an extension As applications, 
we can generalize the Loday-Ronco correspondence, 
tion between permutations and pairs of labeling on 
the Fomin's method. 
Cauchy identity 
:nar trees. 
of basis elements 
2. PRE:LIMINARJES 
we define our main 
Schur operators 
[4]. We rooted planar binary trees and lgbellings 
on them in Subsection 2.2, and then we 
the vector space is the set of rooted planar 
''"''m-·•rm 2.3, 
2.1. Generalized Schur Operators. Let K characteris-
sis 
variable x, denotes 
Definition 2.1. We call D(tl) · · · D(tn) 
<J'I),O'f'fl1:rJ'<C'C with if 
generrdized 
·~'"''·''"'·'·"'""·w are satisfied: 
®~ is a sequence of K. 
® Ui is a linear map on v- satisfying 
>D is a linear map on V 
$ The equation 
J. 
j. 
2.2. Rooted Planar Binary 'llees. Let F be the '""'"'u'·"u. 
generated the alphabet {1, and let 0 denote the whose 
length is zero. We also regard F as a poset by v ::; vw for v, w E F; 
We call a subset T c Fan ideal the poset F if w::; v for some vET 
implies w E T. We caU a finite of poset F a rooted 
tree or shortly tree. Let; 1f denote the set of trees. 
LetT be a tree. An element ofT is called a ofT. Let 'Ifi be the 
set trees of nodes. For a node v, we call node v2 (resp. vl) the 
right (resp. left) v. A node vvithout children is called a leaf If 
T is nonempty, 0 E T. We call 0 the mot ofT. For T E 1f and v E F, 
we define Tv by Tv:= {wET J v::; w }. . 
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Example 2.2. LetT= { 0, 11, 2, 211,22, 2211 }. Then we have 
))efinition 2.3. Let T 
map 'P: T -? { 1, ... , 
< 
······· 
' J a 
wET and v E Twl, and 
< for w E T v E 'Tw2· 
We 
LU1Jow.UU.AI". if 
We call a map t;b: T -? { 1, ... , m } a left-strictly-increasing labelling if 
® < 1.u E T and v E T~,1 , and 
@ < w E T v E Twz· 
call a map 'lj;: T-? { 1, ... , m} a binary-searching 
® > v E Tw:~, 
"' < w E T and v E ~o2· 
Example 
increasing, 
labellings are respectively 
y-J.ncrei.lBl:n,g, and binary-searching: 
1 1 2 
1 2 2 1 1 
2 3 
""' ' 
4 2 "' £, ' 1 3 // // 









2.3. Definition of our generalized Schur operators. In this sub-
section, we linear operators Ui, U[, and Di· In Section 3, we 
shall that they are generalized Schur operators. 
opemtors. -we up operators ui UI) consider 
a between the up operators ( resp. and right-strictly 
( resp. left-strictly) labellin.gs. 
Definition 2.5. We de11ne the edges whose 
vertices are trees to be set of pairs 
following: 
111 TcT1• 
* For each w E T' \ T, there exists Vw E T such that w = vwln or 
w = vw21 n for some nonnegative integer n if T # 0. 
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,., For each w E T 1 \ T, w = 1 for some noniJLeg:a 
T=0. 
integer n if 
some l-strips if 
by 
T') E 
E Gul + ·i = j'TIJ}. 
Definition 2.(L For ·i E N and T E 1r, we 
on K'lr 
Equivalently, Ui T is the sum 
with i 
2.7. action on { 0} is as 
linear operators 
a, right-strictly-increasing The inverse 
is the tree obtained from the inverse 
"''-'-'"''"'·"' 1-strips. right-strictly-
2.9. We identify the 
2.4 '.vith sequence 
0, 1 J 1 
1 1 q 1 
"' 
2 2 
Next vve anotheT family 
Definition 2.10. 










2 1 2 
., 






of oriented graphs whose 
(T, T1) trees satisfying the 
"' For each 'UJ E T' \ T, there exists Vw E T such that w = v.w2n or 
w = vw12n for some nonnegative integer n if T ~ 0. 
t\1 For each vJ E \ T, w = 2n for some integer n if 
T=0. 
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We call T' a tree obtained from T r-strips if (T, T') E Gur. 
For i E N, we by 
E Guj +i= 
Definitiou 2.1L i E N and T 'c 'Jr, we define linear U' t 
on to be 
T': (T,T1)EG,1 !" 
·,, 
Equivalently, U[T is sum all trees 
with i 
2J.2. 
r0 = 7'0 T 1 T'"') of \· - ) j ••• ) ~ ' 
For T E 1', let 
define 
denote the set E 
from T 
on ICJI', we 
searching 
For wE Rr, we 
TCJw= \ U { wv I wlv E 'Z'w } . 
There exists 
( J l1T,w 
).vr,w 
Example 2.13. For w = 1221 
T:c..::: 
=wl.v E Tw) 
5t Tw)· 
Te·w= 
where'"' are in RT or Rrew, ~is w = 122L The HHoHl'OJ.U.U VT,w 
maps the in (l of T e w to the nodes in (J the nodes 
in ofTew to nodes in T, respectively. 
For 1', let denote {w E Tl w = ·ulw' then v2 r/. 
Roughly speaking, it is the set of nodes of T between the root 0 and 
the right-most node ofT. We define rr by Tr = ETnRr. The set Tr is 
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a chain. rr = {wr,l < wr,2 < wr,3 < · · · < wr,k}· Let denote 
the ideal {wr,l, wr,2, ·wr,3, ... , of rr consisting of ·i nodes. 
Example 2.14. Let T 
ET are on the 
the one in 
and the 
Hence rr = { 0, 122, 1221, 
\l,le define T 8 T'T;i 
also the 
Example 2.15. ForT in 
Then nodes in 
TT,3 = { 0, 122, 1221 }. 
i>O 
i = 0. 
T8rr,i toT 
we have 
The nodes o in T 8 rT,3 to the nodes o in 'T'. 
·we also define a from 'i'Jords F of { 1, 2} to F \ TT,i 
by 
w = and v = max { ·u E T 8 }. definition, 
= VT,i(w) wET 8 TT,i· 
Definition 2.HL We define the edges Gv of oriented graphs whose 
vertices are trees to be the set of pairs (T, T') trees such that T = 
8 r·rr ,i for some i. For i E N, we define G D; by 
Gv; = { (T, T') E 
Remark 2.17. By definition, G Do = { (T, T) IT E 1' } . For each i 
T E 1', I { (T'' T") E G D; I = T} I ~ 1. 
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Definition 2.18. Fori E we define linear 




acts as follows: 
Next we consider a relation between G D and la-
: T ----+ 0 •• , m} a labelling. By 
the definition of binary-searching label.ling, the inverse image 1/J.;:} 
,11 ... , wr,k,J some Hence we can construct 
( {m} ). Let Tm-l be tree T 8 Then the 
induces a binary-searching labelling 
' . rm-l f1 . '" l o 1--T,km • - ----+ l-, .. o , m - 1 J 
2.2!l identify the binary-searching labelling in Example 
the sequence 





/ 1 3 
/ / 
1 3 1 






We retain the notation used in the previous sections. Subsec-




Theorem 3.L The 
sense .Fon?:in 





-Wt') 1- w \ ' 
Lh- = l, 
nwp on V. 
in 
) are 
Loday-Ronco algebra by his ""''"""··"""· 
Corollary 3,1), The up 
Let 
F >~ F 
ComHa:ry 3.6. up 
of Main resultf!L In this 
U* 
= U*, 
3.1 3.2. First we rewrite their statements as the equations the 
cardinalities of some sets (Remark 3.10). Then we show the equations 
by (Lemmas 3.11 
Lernma 3/7. The (1) is equivalent to 
min (i,k) 
(3) \' L.,; for all i,j. 
k=O 
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Lemma 3.8. is equivalent to 
Definition 3,9. We 
E Gu; 
-











I1 denotes the union. 
LU'.!l"'''uv speaking, 




for T, T' E '1l. the 






v ,, }. 
l J . 
pairs 
c (T !Jj,i - ~ 
sa1ne trees 
to the 
Lemma 3.1L ForT, T' E '1l and i, j E N, there exists a bijection 
·v (T rrr t 0 (T J i,j , ~ ) 0 Oj,i .. , 
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rT,l U { i I i S: n } , 
LJ r . .1i 1 . < , TT,l l. 'WT,!+l Z _ n J 
son1e .l, 1~ E Let US •vv'-'~'L'"~L 
8 TT,j-1.;;, T)) 8 
\Ve prove ((T 8 TT,j-k, 
we prove ('T 8 
it. is clear that 
other hand, 
E 
T' - f _,,, ~o/2-\w"", ... ' 
some n E N. (In 
denotes the empty 
n = 0, { 
R denote 
{ uJ2, }. 
We define to 
} 
"'.' 
'TI "''')) · · rH , l , 1 . 1s m H i,J 
= j ··· k. Let Lv be 
and E Since u/ E T'8 a.nd w'2 r;J, T 8 
T',., = .f 
w ~ ' 
1.-,1 '?ln-1 1 u; ""'· , ... , Lv ~ I 
for smne n EN. For n, R 
{. ·1 . ln-l+k I WT',j-k+l , ... 'UlT,.i-k+l I . 
We define to be 
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rr" = U the , (T', 
Thus we can construct an element of Ni,j (T, 
in 
an 
the definition of them, these constructions are the inverses of each 
other_ Hence we the lemma. 0 
can prove "-'''·'""·''"'"" 3.12 the same argument as in 
.u'"·"'··'-''U< 3, 1 L 
T', 
Lemmas and 3,12 3.1 
Li, APPLICATION 
and 
we can construct 
on 
between Nf,j , By the same as in 
the case Gu and G D, we can construct a Robinson-Schensted-Kmxi;h 
correspondence for paths G ur and G D, is generaliza-
tion the 
4.1. Rey gave a 
[9]. He a nevi 
to construct the Loday-Roneo algebra. Some of our 
co·lT!SSJ::>onclerlC'3s are equivalent to his 
.. · U(t1)T'', 
· · · U'(t1)T', T). 
Fbr a labelling i.p from T to { 1, . , . ' m}, set fP = nwET , For a 
tree T, by the definition 
T,f/J(t su 1, ... , 
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where the first sum is over all '1/J on 1', the 




operators, we have Pieri 
. By [4], vve have 
in This is 
For "'"-"''"u!J•L>.o, since 
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